An Unusual Presentation of Primary Hepatic Lymphoma
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Abstract
Primary hepatic lymphoma (PHL) is a rare disease that usually manifests as a heterogeneous solitary intrahepatic mass, multiple lesions or a diffuse infiltrative form. PHL presenting as a small focal area of hepatic involvement and a large predominant extrhepatic component is uncommon. We report a histopathologically proven case of primary hepatic lymphoma that caused significant diagnostic dilemma on contrast-enhanced computed tomography due to its unusual imaging appearance as a hypo-enhancing intra-abdominal solid mass with relatively small area of hepatic parenchymal involvement and a large exophytic component.
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Introduction
Lymphomatous involvement of the liver may manifest at imaging as a discrete focal liver mass or masses and diffuse infiltrating disease.1-3 The most common imaging manifestation of PHL is a solitary discrete lesion, which is seen in ~60% of cases. Multiple lesions are seen in 35 to 40% of patients.4 Diffuse infiltration is uncommon in PHL. Multifocal lesions or diffuse infiltration is the most common pattern of secondary hepatic lymphoma (SHL).5 Here we report a case of PHL showing predominant exophytic component along with involvement of the antro-pyloric region of the stomach. The imaging appearances of PHL with differential diagnosis and a brief review of literature is discussed. To the best of our knowledge, this appearance of PHL with a predominant large exophytic component has not been reported previously in the literature.

Case Report
A 65-year-old woman presented with complains of slowly progressive abdominal distention since 6 to 8 months. The patient did not have any history of fever, icterus, night sweats, or weight loss. The patient had a past history of cholecystectomy 12 years ago. Chest radiograph was normal.

Physical examination per abdomen revealed a large mass approximately measuring 12 × 10 cm extending from the epigastrium up to the hypogastrium, firm in consistency, well-defined mostly with palpable margins. Laboratory investigations including liver function tests were normal and the patient was negative for HBsAg.

USG abdomen revealed a large well-defined solid homogeneous hypoechoic mass (Fig. 1A) involving the central and right side of the abdomen, extending from the epigastrium to the hypogastrium, firm in consistency, well-defined mostly with palpable margins. Laboratory investigations including liver function tests were normal and the patient was negative for HBsAg.

USG abdomen revealed a large well-defined solid homogeneous hypoechoic mass (Fig. 1A) involving the central and right side of the abdomen, extending from the epigastrium up to the suprapubic region along with periporal and peripancreatic lymphadenopathy (Fig. 1B). A small area of focal hepatic involvement was noted in the left hepatic lobe. Other abdominopelvic structures, including uterus and bilateral adnexa, were normal.

CECT abdomen was performed subsequently with acquisition of limited plain scan, followed by post contrast scan in the portovenous phase. CECT revealed a large well-defined homogeneous intraabdominal solid mass measuring ~16 × 12 cm.
× 18 cm (TRxAPXCC) in the gastrohepatic region, in close proximity with the antro-pyloric part of the stomach (►Fig. 2A) closely abutting its anteromedial wall with loss of fat planes (possible site of origin). The mass was also infiltrating the segments IV a, IV b, and III of the liver (►Fig. 2B, C). The mass appeared hypoenhancing compared with rest of the liver parenchyma, and small branches from the left hepatic artery and gastroduodenal artery were seen supplying the mass.

It was causing posterior displacement of the transverse (TR) colon and pancreas and peripheral displacement of small bowel loops, suggestive of intraperitoneal location and was also abutting the anterior abdominal wall. A few hypodense necrotic areas were seen within the mass. No evidence of calcification/fat/hemorrhage was seen within the mass.

Multiple enlarged, homogenously enhancing discrete lymph nodes were noted in peri-portal, peri-pancreatic, peri-gastric (►Fig. 2D) along the lesser curvature of the stomach and epicardio phrenic region, the largest of them measuring 36 × 38 mm in the peri-portal region. The rest of the solid organs including the spleen appeared normal in size and echotexture.

On the basis of imaging findings, likely diagnosis of gastrointestinal stromal tumor possibly originating from the
antro-pyloric region of the stomach with focal hepatic infiltration was suggested with a differential diagnosis of exo-enteric gastric lymphoma with focal hepatic involvement.

The patient was operated; intraoperatively, the mass was seen to abut the pyloric end of the stomach along with the involvement of segments III and IV of the liver. The mass was excised in toto with segmental hepatectomy along with distal gastrectomy and omentectomy.

On histopathology and immunohistochemistry (~Fig. 3A, B), the mass was diagnosed as primary non-Hodgkin’s hepatic lymphoma B cell type with infiltration into the antro-pyloric region of the stomach and omentum.

Discussion

Secondary hepatic involvement can be seen in up to 50% of patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and in ~20% of patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma.\(^6\) PHL represents < 1% of all non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma cases.\(^3,7\) It is defined as a lymphoma that is confined to the liver and perihepatic lymph nodal sites at patient presentation, without distant involvement.\(^2,3\)

The various known patterns of imaging manifestation of lymphomatous involvement of the liver are:

Nodular (Mass-forming) Pattern

(a) Solitary discrete lesion: PHL on imaging most commonly presents as a solitary lesion seen in ~60% of cases.\(^8\) SHL, however, manifests as a solitary lesion in only ~10% of cases. It is homogeneously hypodense on non-contrast-enhanced computed tomographic scan. The majority of the lesions demonstrate minimal to no enhancement on all the phases. Enhancement, when present, is characteristically less than the surrounding hepatic parenchyma.\(^9\)

(b) Multifocal lesions: Multiple variable sized discrete hepatic lesions have been reported in ~35 to 40% of cases of PHL,\(^3,8\) although one of the lesions is typically dominant.\(^9\)

Diffuse Infiltration

Infiltration of tumor cells into the portal tracts as well as sinusoids is one of the most common patterns of hepatic involvement in cases of SHL. It is rare in PHL, but when present, it portends a poor prognosis.\(^10,11\)

Periportal Mass

This variant manifests in the form of periportal soft-tissue cuffing or ill-defined mass.\(^10,11\) Both primary and secondary forms of hepatic lymphoma can present in this manner.

Unlike the usual imaging presentations of PHL described in the literature, the mass in our case showed atypical imaging appearance, creating a diagnostic dilemma. Because the mass was located in the gastrohepatic region with only a small area of focal hepatic involvement and a large predominant extrahepatic component with infiltration of the antro-pyloric region of the stomach, we had kept a diagnosis of malignant gastric gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) likely originating from the antro-pyloric region of the stomach with focal hepatic infiltration.

Another possible differential of gastric lymphoma was considered in view of the relatively hypoenhancing nature of the mass and bulky periportal, peripancreatic, perigastric lymphadenopathy.

The diagnosis of PHL was not considered based on imaging findings as, such a large exophytic solid mass with only focal hepatic involvement has not been described in the previous literature. However, histopathological examination showed that the mass was primary non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma B cell type of the liver with metastases in the peritoneum and peripancreatic lymph nodes.

Fig. 3  Hematoxylin and eosin stain image (100 x) (A) showing normal liver and malignant lymphocytes (*) interface. Ventana stain image (400 x) (B) displaying CD20 immunohistochemistry.
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any previously reported case of PHL with predominantly exo-phytic component as described in our index case.

**Conclusion**

PHL is a rare disease that can sometimes show unusual imaging appearance as a relatively small area of hepatic parenchymal involvement with bulk of the lesion lying outside the liver parenchyma abutting the adjacent organs and leading to diagnostic dilemma. Therefore, the interpreting radiologist should be aware of different atypical imaging manifestations of PHL along with important differential diagnosis.
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